Based on the Parent Client Solution, all participating client companies have received a customised Client Solution that has been altered to suit each company’s specific needs in accordance with EU and national legislation.

**Concept**

The PC TEAMS SR Solution is an information system designed according to PRTR Protocol rules and domestic legislation. With the Client Solution, companies can efficiently document their environmental data by using a single, integrated system throughout all levels of the organisation and report in conformity with national and EU legislation.

**Architecture**

The PC Solution is defined and configured to meet specific customer needs. The client company’s customised logic, organisational structure, data and administration elements are incorporated into the system design, together with transactions and a report library, while output tables with master data and code lists are assigned accordingly.

**Internal reporting**

In using the PC TEAMS SR* Solution, reports are defined according to specific needs and parameters across the organisation. These typically consist of internal compliance reports, reports on key environmental indicators, and management or corporate reporting. The flexibility of data structure and relations allows for benchmarking between facilities and units across the organisation.

* The EMC Centre provides its partners with the use of TEAMS SR software, an environmental accounting and reporting system in accordance with the PRTR Protocol and national legislation of the Republic of Serbia in this area.